Criterion for the Riemann hypothesis found by Báez-Duarte involves certain real coefficients c k defined as alternating binomial sums. These coefficients can be effectively investigated using Rice's integrals. Their behavior exhibits typical trend (due to trivial zeros of zeta) and fading oscillations (due to complex zeros). This method enables to calculate c k for large values of k at least to k = 4 · 10 8 .
Introduction
In 2003 Luis Báez-Duarte, investigating my new expansion for the Riemann zeta function [4] , found an interesting criterion for the Riemann hypothesis (RH) [1] . The crucial thing is to estimate the asymptotic behavior of certain real numbers defined as
More precisely, RH is equivalent to the statement that
If
then the zeros of ζ are simple whereas unconditionally
As Báez-Duarte pointed out, criteria of this type, i.e. relating RH to values of zeta at integer points, were known for a long time, however this one is definitely simpler and well-fitted for numerical investigations. Such investigations were performed numerically by the author in 2003 leading to the observation (which was surprising for us at that time) that the global behavior of coefficients c k may be split into a trend (which dominates for low k not exceeding roughly 10 4 ) and subtle oscillations superimposed on this trend. (Similar splitting has been found by the author in the case of Li criterion for the RH, however in this case the oscillations are much more chaotic [5] .)
Binomial transforms and asymptotics
Of course, such behavior may be well understood in the theory of binomial transforms using Rice's integrals (already known by Nörlund). Sums of this type can be interpreted as high order differences of appropriate sequences. They were carefully investigated [3] , see also [7] . The main result is (cf. Theorem 2 in [3] ):
The proof of this fundamental theorem consists in applying classic Cauchy residue formula.
In our case n 0 = 0 and ϕ(s) = 1/ζ(2s + 2), which is analytic on [0, ∞[ and meromorphic on the whole complex plane C, therefore it fulfils the assumptions of the above theorem.
Results
It is clear that the problem is to find all poles of suitable function, in our case 1/ζ(s). These poles are due to simple zeros of zeta in s = −2n as well as due to complex zeros which are (assuming that RH is true) ρ = 1 2 ± iγ with γ numbers real. It is a matter of elementary exercise to find that for n = 1, 2, ... the residues in trivial poles are:
where the last equality is a consequence of the functional equation for the zeta function. Using main theorem (3) and (4) we find that the asymptotic form of the trend which stems from trivial zeros is
(the latter being numerically still more effective) whereas the oscillating part due to complex zeros in the critical strip is:
Both (5) and (6) converge quickly, hence they are suitable for numerical estimations contrary to the direct approach using the main definition (1) which becomes very time-consuming as k grows. What's more, values of zeta function at even integers should be calculated with many significant digits. Since ζ(2n) tends quickly to unity as n grows it is advisable, when using (1), to tabulate appropriate amount of high-precision values of ζ(2n) − 1 to preserve sufficient amount of significant digits as well as to avoid repeated unnecessary calculations. Nevertheless, calculating of the single coefficient c 300000 took about 2 weeks on a fast cluster of four computers [8] .
On the other hand, formulas (5) and (6) The residue (6) may be expressed by complex zeros of ζ in a manifest way. Introduce ξ function as usual
Since ξ may be factorized using Hadamard product
(the product being taken over paired complex zeros ρ) one can see that the residue of 1/ξ(s) in each particular pole ρ may be expressed as a function of all remaining ρs. Let us label consecutive complex zeros as ρ i . Choose further a particular zero ρ n and introduce certain "crippled" function ξ k as
is obviously regular at ρ k and
where asterisk denotes complex conjugation and
which is regular at ρ. Formula (6) is not very useful in practice since the product over paired complex zeros converges slowly, nevertheless, when combined with (6), gives an explicit formula relating any ∼ c k to complex zeros ρ.
Using different approach Báez-Duarte gave another version of explicit formula of this kind, cf. [1] , Theorem 1.5. The present approach is based entirely on Rice's integral and provides, I believe, immediate and more natural interpretation for the existence of oscillatory component of the coefficients (1) which is completely hidden in its primary definition. After all, the behavior of this very component is crucial for the RH, see Fig. 5 . Last not least, resulting formulas are more handy and more effective in numerical calculations.
Discussion and open questions
Having any criterion for the RH the key thing is to say how "useful" it may be in numerical experiments. For example, Li's criterion states that RH is true if certain numbers λ n are positive [5] . However, the fact that n initial λ n are positive implies that roughly only √ n complex zeros lay on the critical line [6] . Since high λ n are extremely difficult to compute we can honestly say that Li's criterion, although very elegant, is pretty useless in practice. The natural question arises now: does the fact that k initial c k obeys (2) implies that certain number m of initial complex zeros lay on the critical line? What is the relation between k and m? (2)). The former grows strictly to zero whereas the latter seems to tend to perfect sine wave. If this tendency persisted to infinity RH would be true. Maximum value of k = 44700000 is related to parameter $MinNumber in a particular version of Mathematica. 
